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Palestinian Walks: Forays Into a Vanishing Landscape is a journey
through the vanishing landscape of Palestine, exploring its rich history,
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culture, and people. Drawing on years of research and travel, author Raja
Shehadeh takes readers on a series of walks through the countryside,
villages, and cities of Palestine, uncovering the stories and experiences of
the people who live there.
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As Shehadeh walks, he encounters a land that is both beautiful and
troubled. He visits ancient ruins, fertile fields, and bustling markets, but he
also sees the scars of war, occupation, and displacement. He meets with
farmers, shepherds, teachers, and artists, and he hears their stories of
resilience, hope, and loss.

Palestinian Walks is an essential read for anyone interested in the Middle
East, history, and travel. It is a book that will open your eyes to the beauty
and complexity of Palestine, and to the challenges and aspirations of its
people.
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"Palestinian Walks is a beautifully written and deeply moving book.
Shehadeh's writing is clear and engaging, and his insights into the
Palestinian landscape and people are profound. This is a must-read for
anyone who wants to understand the Middle East." - Edward Said

"Shehadeh's book is a powerful and evocative account of the Palestinian
experience. He writes with great empathy and compassion, and his insights
into the human cost of the Israeli occupation are both heartbreaking and
inspiring. This is an essential read for anyone who cares about justice and
peace in the Middle East." - Noam Chomsky

About the Author

Raja Shehadeh is a Palestinian-Jordanian lawyer, writer, and human rights
activist. He is the founder of the Al-Haq human rights organization, and he
has written extensively about the Israeli occupation of the West Bank and
Gaza Strip. Shehadeh is a recipient of the Bruno Kreisky Prize for Human
Rights and the Olof Palme Prize.
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